USING THE SMALL STAMP BORDER… Step by Step…
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Turn on the
Stampmaker and
lay your small
stamp border into
the recessed area
of the clamp with
the white side
facing up.

Put the lid of the
clamp on top,
flip the clamp
over and check
you have
centered your
artwork.
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Place the negative
on top of the
stamp border
making sure you
lay it ‘ink’ side up.
If making a text
stamp, writing
readable.
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Now return to step 4
of :
MAKING A STAMP
Step by Step,
to continue making
your stamp.

Place the imagepac
on top of the
negative so the
‘imagepac’ writing
is readable. The
border helps
prevent the edge
of your small stamp
from hardening.
The finished stamp
should have a clean base.
Or, if you have flashed
the stamp for 3 seconds,
a very thin layer of
polymer covering the
base and a lovely deep
relief. This will give you
perfect stamping.
We recommend using
water based inks.

Hints & Tips when using Stampmaker
If your stamp is solid or has very little relief it is due to one of two things:
1) Your negative is not dark enough and letting too much light onto your pac. You will need to adjust
your printer settings. Please refer to the instructions on changing printer settings or view the
instruction video on the web site
2) You have exposed your stamp for longer than 3 seconds (step 5 of the instructions.) Please read the
instructions from step 5 onwards and check your timings.

If your stamp prints with your writing in reverse you have either:
1) inserted the pac upside down which means the ‘imagepac’ writing would be readable (step 1 of the
instructions)
2)placed your negative into your magnetic clamp so the ‘inked’ side was facing up (step 2 of the
instructions)
3) Printed your negative with the writing in reverse (see separate printing instructions)
If the detail of your stamp washes away during the ‘washout’ process you may need to ‘flash’ the back
of the stamp for 3 seconds (step 5 of the instructions)
If your stamp has lots of polymer and very little detail you may not have warmed the lamps for 1
minute before use (step 1 of the instructions)

If you have any questions or queries regarding your Stampmaker please contact the team at
www.StampMakerKit.com

